Systemic functional approaches to translation studies have focused on the parameters of translation equivalence and shift within the hierarchy of realisation. However, translations from the perspective of individuation focus on language users, i.e., the author, translator and reader, involving ideological issues, showing tendentiously the genre, register and free options in a language in accordance with individual factors such as class, gender, age, race etc. to the language user. The present paper looks into one of the most significant individual factors-gender of the translator-in the English translations and re-translations of the Tao Te Ching as a next step into the model of individuation translation by using both qualitative and quantitative methods. The result shows that women translators' re-individuations are more spoken, while men's are more written in style, reflecting in three aspect: the choice of words, the choice of syntactic patterns and the choice of mood.
Introduction
Tao Te Ching, as the most frequently translated Chinese classic only next to the Bible, has obtained a widespread and diversified Western audience, appealing to readers on a variety of levels. There are over 130 English translations and re-translations of the Tao Te Ching (Xin, 2008, p. 17) , which are classified according to time into three intensified translation periods: The first period , the second period , and the third period . In the late1960s, Women's Liberation Movement resulted in a more gender-emphasized society, where "social gender" was unprecedentedly focused on. The first woman involved English translation of the Tao Te Ching was published in 1972 by Gia-fu Feng & Jane English, after which there were several versions translated by women translators on their own, for example, Ellen Marie Chen (1989) , Ursula K. Le Guin (1997) , Lee Sun Chen Org (2000) and Chao-Hsiu Chen (2004) . The present paper will explore whether translators' gender will affect their choices of language in translations by using the hierarchy of individuation in systemic functional linguistics. individuation as the relationship between system and individual, which is an independent complimentary hierarchy alongside realisation and instantiation, treating the three (i.e., realisation, instantiation and individuation) hierarchical relations as the theoretical resources of language research (Martin & Wang, 2008) . Martin (1992, p. 495 ) associated coding orientation with ideology, and located it between reservoir and repertoire. Inherited from Bernstein's (2000) point of view, Martin illustrated that individuation has to do with the relationship between the reservoir of meanings in a culture and the repertoire a given individual can mobilize. It is a cline from the collective to the individual, examining the social attributes of an individual from the systemic and functional perspective, such as ideology, intersubjectivity, identity and power, revealing the meaning potential of a given individual or community (Wang, 2011) . Reservoir and repertoire interact with each other, locating at the two poles of the cline, where in between lies system, coding orientation, personality type and individual from top to bottom in turn. Individuation deals with classification and negotiation via two opposing paths-affiliation and allocation (Martin, 2009, p. 565) .
Systemic functional approaches to translation studies have focused on the parameters of translation equivalence and translation shift. According to the hierarchy of individuation, Wang & Yang (2015) proposed a translation model from the perspective of individuation, focusing on language users (i.e., the author, translator and reader), viewing translation activities as processes of shunting back to the source language (SL) reservoir through the de-individuation of the source text (ST) via alignment with the source language author, re-individuating it into the target text (TT) through allocation and at the same time aligning with the target language reader through affiliation (see Figure 1 ). They also took the English translations of the Tao Te Ching, an ancient Chinese philosophical classic by Lao Tzu 2500 years ago, as a case study. Translation from the perspective of individuation involves ideological issues, the system which can tendentiously show language users the genre, register and free options in a language in accordance with individual factors such as class, gender, age, race etc. The ideology has changed when the repertoire is opened anew by translators, where they will consider more or less the value of the SL or TL community, and then re-individuate according to the interests of translators themselves. The present paper will focus on one of the most important individual factors-the translator's gender-again in the English translations of the Tao Te Ching. (Wang & Yang, 2015) 
Translator's Gender and Language Features
We selected eight different English translations, including one man and woman's cooperated translation (Feng & English, 1972) , three women's translations (Chen, 1989; Guin, 1997; Chen, 2004) , and four men's translations (He et al., 1985; Wing, 1986; Mair, 1990; Gu, 1995) , to compare and analyze whether there are differences between translations by men and women translators. Three aspects are examined: the choice of words, choice of syntactic patterns and choice of mood.
Choice of Words
Men and women translators may diverge in the choice of words when translating. Chen (1989) : In order to observe (kuan) the hidden mystery (miao); Always (ch'ang) with desire (yu-yü) Guin (1997) Feng & English (1972) : Ever desireless, one can see the mystery. He et al. (1985) : Therefore, the subtleties of Tao are always apprehended through their formlessness Wing (1986) : Thus, without expectation/One will always perceive the subtlety; Mair (1990) : Always be without desire in order to observe its wondrous subtleties Gu (1995) : Hence one should gain an insight into the beginning of the Tao by constantly observing the Nothingness
In re-individuating " 妙 (miao)", women translators choose "hidden" and "mystery", which are vivid descriptions, getting an impression of something covered and mysterious (Zheng, 2011) . While men translators choose to use "subtlety(ties)" and "insight", both abstract nouns which are vague and general.
Example 2:
Chen (1989): Therefore they last long. Guin (1997) : So they can go on and on.
Chen (2004): therefore they can live for ever. Feng & English (1972) : So ever living. He et al. (1985) : And for this reason they obtain longevity. Mair (1990) : Therefore, They can be long-lived. Wing (1986) : For that reason they can exist eternally. Gu (1995) : Thus they enjoy an eternal life.
In re-individuating "长生 (chang sheng: long live)", women translators choose verbal groups like "ever living" "last long", "go on and on" "live for ever", whereas men, except Wing (1986) , adopted a nominal approach such as "longevity" "long-lived" "eternal life". Feng & English (1972) : In dwelling, be close to the land. He et al. (1985) : In his dwelling he is at ease with lowness Wing (1986) : The value in a dwelling is location.
Mair (1990):
The quality of an abode is in its location Gu (1995) : A man of perfect goodness chooses a low place to dwell as water For "居 (ju: settle)", women translators re-individuate it as nouns like "dwelling" "house" and verbs like "settle", which are relatively spoken, while men translator Mair (1990) used the relatively written style of vocabulary "abode" which is rarely used in everyday English (Zheng 2011) . For "善 (shan: good)", women choose adjectives like "good" "good thing" and "quiet", while Wing (1986) and Mair (1990) use abstract nouns like "value" "quality" and "goodness". For "地 (di: ground)", women choose again to use spoken style "land" "earth" "ground", except Chen (2004) , whereas Wing (1986) and Mair (1990) re-individuate it as the written one "location", and He et al. (1985) and Gu (1995) adopt a free translation strategy by using "lowness" and "low place...as water".
Example 4 Guin (1997) : that tactic backfires Chen (2004) : the others will return with the force of an army. Feng & English (1972) : For this would only cause resistance. He et al. (1985) : The use of force will soon incur requital. Wing (1986) : Such matters tend to recoil. Mair (1990) : Such a course is likely to boomerang.
Gu (1995): Military actions usually invite retaliatory aftermath
When translating "还 (huan: return)", women translators re-individuate it as relatively spoken words like "returning (huan)" "backfires" "return" and "resistance", while men chose to use more written ones like "requital" "recoil" "boomerang" and "retaliatory".
Example 5 Mair (1990): war-horses breed in the suburbs.
Gu (1995): Even pregnant mares are taken over for wars.
In translating "马(ma: horse)", women translators all choose "horses", whereas He et al. (1985) and Gu (1995) take into consideration the context and emphasized the female gender of the horses by using "mares" and "pregnant mares". This is probably because the female gender is unmarked to women translators while marked to men translators, and thus prominent in men's translations. Feng & English (1972) : Why are the people starving? He et al. (1985) : The people suffer from famine Wing (1986) : People are hungry. Mair (1990) : Human hunger Gu (1995) : The hunger on the part of the people
In re-individuating "饥", women used adjective and verbs like "starving" and "hungry", whereas men chose to use nouns like "famine" and "hunger", except Wing (1986) .
For further proof, the concept of "lexical density" and "grammatical intricacy" are used, where in Hallidayan (1985) sense, lexical density is the number of content words per clause, while grammatical intricacy is the number of clauses per clause complex. Spoken texts and written texts are complex in different ways, the former is said to have higher grammatical intricacy and lower lexical density, whereas the latter is opposite, higher lexical density and lower grammatical intricacy. That is because written texts are more inclined to use nominalisation, and the spoken texts are more dynamic grammatically. From Table 1 we could see that the grammatical intricacy is the same across all translations, while the mean of lexical density of women translators is lower than that of men, except the fifth column, where our analysis focus is the "markedness" which has nothing to do with spoken and written style. Thus, we could say that versions of women translators are more spoken whereas men's translations are more written in style, embodied in:
(i) women translators are inclined to use more specific and concrete verbs or adjectives, while men tend to use more abstract nouns;
(ii) women translators are inclined to use more spoken vocabularies while men tend to use more written ones.
Choice of Syntactic Patterns
Translations of men and women translators may differ in the choice of syntactic patterns. For example: Wing (1986): The value in work is competence. The value in effort is timeliness. Mair (1990) : The quality of an enterprise depends on ability, the quality of movement depends on timing.
Gu (1995): He does a thing as properly as water,/He takes action as timely as water.
When translating the clause complex, all of the men translators use a parallel structure "he is ...in..., he is ...in..." "the value in…, the value in…" and "the quality of…depends on…, the quality of… depends on…" "he...as...as..., he...as...as..." which are consistent in form, and the choice of words like "value" and "quality" are abstract in nature. However, women translators adopt a casual style of sentence patterns without parallel constructions and abstract wordings, whereas Feng & English's men-women cooperated translations lies in between, with somewhat parallel structure of "in…be…, in…be…" which is not so uniform compared with the men's translation but more consistent than women's, and with concrete wording. He et al. (1985) : To be proud with honour and wealth will bring misfortune. Wing (1986) : Pride in wealth and position /Is overlooking one's collapse. Mair (1990) : If wealth and honor make you haughty, you bequeath misfortune upon yourself. Gu (1995) : When a man of wealth and rank is arrogant,/He is looking for a calamity upon himself When translating this clause complex, women translators all use simple clause (Guin) or paratactic relations connected by "and" (Feng & English, Chen (1989) and Chen (2004) ), whereas men, except Wing (1986) , adopt a complex clause with embedding (He et al.) and hypotactic relations with "if" and "when" as connectives (Mair and Gu) . Wing (1986) : Know the white, /Hold to the black; /Become the world's pattern. Mair (1990) : Know whiteness, /Maintain blackness, /and be a model for all under heaven. Gu (1995) : Though knowing what is honor, /You are ready to play the role of the disgraced/And content to be a valley in the world.
Similarly, for this example, women translators re-individuate this clause complex via a succinct approach and relatively simple syntactic structure, all adopt a "Process + Participant" structure (like "know the white" "staying dark"), while He et al.'s (1985) and Gu's (1995) translations are relatively complex in which the former involves an embeded clause complex (paratactic), and the latter consists both paratactic and hypotactic logical relations Table 2 and Table 3 show the logical relation of these two translations:
International Journal of English Linguistics Vol. 5, No. 3; Here we also use lexical density (LD) and grammatical intricacy (GI) as further evidence, see Table 4 , where the means of LD of women's translations are all lower than that of the men's, whereas the means of GI of women's are all either equal to or higher than that of the men's. Therefore, men's translations are more written in style compared with the more spoken ones of women's, reflected in:
(i) women translators are inclined to use relatively simple structures, while men are more likely to use more complex structures;
(ii) women tend to use more succinct expressions by omitting unnecessary functional elements, while men are inclined to use more complete ones by involving Participant and Circumstance;
(iii) women are more likely to use casual expressions, while men tend to use more consistent or parallel patterns. 
Choice of Mood
Men and women translators may also differentiate each other in the choice of mood. For example: Chen (1989): Therefore, by the Everlasting (ch'ang) Non-Being (wu),/We desire (yü) to observe (kuan) its hidden mystery (miao);/By the Everlasting (ch'ang) Being (yu),/We desire (yü) to observe the manifestations (chiao).
Guin ( Chen (2004): Observe the mysteries of the Tao without longing./Survey its appearance with desire. Feng & English (1972) : Ever desireless, one can see the mystery. /Ever desiring, one sees the manifestations. He et al. (1985) : Therefore, the subtleties of Tao are always apprehended through their formlessness, /The limits of things are always seen through their form. Vol. 5, No. 3; Wing (1986): Thus, without expectation/One will always perceive the subtlety;/And, with expectation/One will always perceive the boundary. Mair (1990) : Always be without desire in order to observe its wondrous subtleties;/Always have desire so that you may observe its manifestations. Gu (1995) : Hence one should gain an insight into the beginning of the Tao by constantly observing the Nothingness, And should perceive the end of the Tao by constantly observing the Being Chen's (1989) re-individuation employs the first person plural "we", not only enacting the identity positioning of the translator, but also inviting the TL reader to a similar self-location, aligning with the reader. Guin (1997) chooses two opposite "unwanting soul" and "ever-wanting soul" as subjects to clearly and subjectively categorize people into two distinct groups, in which readers will consider which group they are probably in. In comparison, Feng & English (1972) use indefinite pronoun "one" with more or less objective flavor and low value modal verb of probability "can", reflecting more gentle mood. Wing (1986) re-individuates also with "one" and median value modal verbs of probability "will", a little bit more affirmed than Feng & English's translation. For Gu's re-individuation, he uses the indefinite pronoun "one", and the modal operator "should" manifesting strong obligation, which alienates the translator with the reader, getting a feeling of preaches. However, Chen (2004) and Mair (1990) select the imperative, which is relatively stronger in mood than the other declarative re-individuations, and the choice of "always" in Mair's (1900) translation made it a stronger mood than that of Chen's (2004) . For He et al. (1985) , he chooses passive voice, which seems more objective. Guin (1997): To give no trust is to get no trust.
Chen (2004): If they do not rule the country with faith, the people will not respond to them with trust. Feng & English (1972) : Who does not trust enough will not be trusted. He et al. (1985) : Only when one is not faithworthy, will faithless events take place! Wing (1986) : Those who lack belief /Will not in turn be believed. Mair (1990) : When the ruler's trust is wanting, there will be no trust in him. Gu (1995) : The lack of faith on the part of the ruler, Leads to the lack of confidence in him on the part of the people. Chen's (1989) re-individuation employs the second person "you", softening the mood, gaining a feeling that the translator attempts to have a dialogue with TL readers, which narrows the distance between the translator and the TL reader and thus aligns with the reader. Guin (1997) uses a non-finite clause, omitting the Subject and Finite in the MOOD system in the two embedded clauses "to give no trust" and "to get no trust", and omitting the Agent in Transitivity system, such omission makes the reference vague and involves the reader. Feng & English (1972) and Wing (1986) choose "who" and "those who" as general reference, including readers; He et al. (1985) make a general reference by using indefinite pronoun "one", also including readers; Chen (2004) choose third person plural "they" and excludes readers; similarly, Mair's (1990) and Gu's (1995) re-individuation use the third person "the ruler", standing as an outsider so as to be more objective.
According to Example 11 and 12, we can find that Chen's (2004) re-individuation is closer to men's translations instead of women translators' in terms of mood, which is stronger and more objective. That might because she behaves more like men translators and writers in order to get things more easily published in the gender unequal society, where men are prior in most of the professions. Feng & English (1972) : Why should the lord of ten thousand chariots act lightly in public? He et al. (1985) : How is it that a lord of ten thousand chariots belittles his own importance under Heaven? Bynner (1944) and Bahm (1958) , the two men translators re-individuate it into interrogative:
Bynner uses Wh-interrogative "What men in all the world could have more wealth than they?", while Bahm uses polar-interrogative "Is this not the reason why it is the most worthwhile thing in the world?", both get strengthened in mood.
To sum up, men and women translators differ in mood selection:
(i) men tend to use stronger and stiffer tone than women, which unconsciously alienating the reader to some extend, while women are more likely to use more gentle tone and better at aligning readers.
(ii) men are more objective in the choice of the Subject and Modal operations, while women are more subjective.
Conclusion
Translator's gender, as one of the most important individual factors in both the hierarchy of individuation in SFL and also Translation Studies, has been explored in the English translations of the Tao Te Ching. Men and women translators differentiate themselves in three aspect: the choice of words, the choice of syntactic patterns and the choice of mood. The result shows that women translators' re-individuation are more spoken, while men are more likely to re-individuate in a more written style. Specific reflections are summarized in Table 5 : 
